4th Episode of Murder Mystery Machine
Launched on Apple Arcade
‘The Sinews of Thy Heart’
New episode of Blazing Griffin’s puzzle-solving detective video game
• Episode 4 reveals a mystery that hits the heart of the community
• Determine facts to discover suspects motives, cut through lies to reveal the truth
and bring justice
• All-new crime scenes set in a game developers studio, sports bar and city diner
• Episode 4 teaser here
• Past episodes 1 and 2 recap here and episode 3 here
• Murder Mystery Machine sees a rise of 100% game play during Covid-19 pandemic
Glasgow, 15th May, Apple Arcade has released 4th episode of Murder Mystery Machine,
an episodic puzzle-solving detective video game produced by Blazing Griffin, titled ‘The
Sinews of Thy Heart’.
Episode 4 of Murder Mystery Machine finds Detectives CC and Nate called in when a
promising young game developer is cut down in his prime. As the community reels, all
lines point to a single suspect. But things are never quite how they appear and the case
takes a surprising turn which leaves CC and Nate with a complex web of connections to
pick out the killer. Players will find their deduction skills challenged, and their sense of justice in a case which is anything but black and white.
Justin Alae-Carew, Co-Head of Games, Blazing Griffin, — “We’re really happy to
launch this episode at a time when so many people around the world are spending more
time at home. We’ve seen activity in the game more than doubling during this period so we
want to make sure we’re giving players new content to consume. We’re also doing our
best to get Episode 5 launched as quickly as possible so stay tuned for an announcement
on that soon.”
Blazing Griffin’s BAFTA award winning Games division develops top quality video games.
Murder Mystery Machine is their newest game, the first episode was launched on Apple
Arcade in September 2019. Other games developed and published by Blazing Griffin include Murderous Pursuits, The Ship: Murder Party and Distant Star.
Murder Mystery Machine is only available on Apple Arcade via iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV. For more detail visit: Murder Mystery Machine and Apple Arcade.
Notes to editor:
Blazing Griffin a BAFTA-winning Glasgow-based digital entertainment company which
specialises in telling stories across a wide range of platforms and mediums with a specific
focus on video game development, film and TV development and production and post production services.
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